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Early dates for ‘Neanderthal cave art’ may be wrong
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Current evidence suggests that some Neanderthal populations
engaged in modern human-like forms of symbolic behavior,
including: the extensive and systematic use of ochers and other
prepared mineral pigments (i.e., paint; Dayet et al., 2014; Heyes
et al., 2016); use of perforated shells and various other modified
and unmodified objects and substances as ornaments (e.g.,
‘jewelry’), including bird feathers (Finlayson et al., 2012) and claws
(Radov�ci�c et al., 2015); manufacture of elaborate structures of un-
known purpose inside deep cave passages (Jaubert et al., 2016); and
engraving of non-figurative markings on bones (Majkic

́

et al., 2017)
and cortical areas of flaked stone artifacts (Majkic

́

et al., 2018), and
also on immobile rock surfaces (i.e., at Gorham's Cave; Rodríguez-
Vidal et al., 2014). Scientific opinion is deeply divided over the
meaning of these behaviorsdthe empirical evidence for which, in
some instances, is not yet unanimously accepted. Indeed, the
notion that even late-surviving Neanderthals had acquired aspects
of cognitive ‘modernity’, either independently or through direct
cultural contact (including interbreeding) with the first modern
humans to enter Europe, remains a subject of lively debate.

In a recent paper, Hoffmann et al. (2018a) contended that pa-
rietal artworks from Spain date back to at least 64.8 ka, and were
hence created by Neanderthals. These rock art dates, if verified,
would be the world's oldest dated examples of cave art by far and
consequently dramatically alter current thinking about the cogni-
tive abilities of Neanderthals (Appenzeller, 2018). For some

authorities, these sensational and widely publicized rock art dates
provide the long-awaited ‘smoking gun’ evidence that incontest-
ably demonstrates that Neanderthals and modern humans were, in
terms of cognitive ability, strikingly similar. Hoffmann et al. (2018a)
asserted that prior claims for Neanderthal art and symbolic
behavior lack firm empirical support. However, we believe that
similar ambiguities and problems exist in their current study,
leading us to question the reliability of their rock art dating results.

Following the publication of the study by Hoffmann et al.
(2018a), Pearce and Bonneau (2018) have also expressed caution
about these datings. However, the main critique by the latter au-
thors relates to what they regard as a disconcertingly wide range of
dates obtained from multiple speleothems over the same motif.
Such critique is naïve, because the dates being questioned pur-
portedly provide minimum age estimates for the underlying
artwork. Speleothem growth can be affected by several highly
localized factors such as changes in the drip positions and/or water
flows feeding the speleothems, which can start and stop forming at
different times as a result. A similar view is also expressed in a
response to Pearce and Bonneau (2018) by Hoffmann et al. (2018b).

Our own critique focuses on two key points: (1) whether dated
red markings on flowstone curtains are evidence for rock art pro-
duction; and (2) potential problems with the sampling methodol-
ogy used to infer extremely old minimum ages for clearly
discernible rock art motifs. Our paper is not intended to represent a
full review of rock art dating using speleothems (for a compre-
hensive review, see Aubert et al., 2017), nor do we evaluate other
contentious claims for Neanderthal art and symbolism. We refer
only to what we regard as shortcomings in the identification of
parietal art motifs and the stratigraphic relationship between the
dated samples and pigment layers reported by Hoffmann et al.
(2018a).

These researchers used uranium-series analysis to date Nean-
derthal ‘artworks’ in the form of red marks on flowstone curtains at
Ardales. Spanish rock art specialists have produced many detailed
analyses of Paleolithic cave art in the study region. However, data
available in Hoffmann et al.'s (2018a) paper do not adequately
explain the origin or materiality of the red markings in question.
Consequently, it is not clear to us that these red marks are from
paint or relate to rock art production. Redmarks can occur naturally
on limestone caves, particularly flowstone and other drapery,
from numerous causes such as through organic compounds
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